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VJe dedicate this page to the memory of Priscilla "Pat" Estey,
a good Friend of the Library and Library Trustee who passed away
in November. She was a very loving, cheerful and supportive per-
son, with gentle voice and manner, who played an active role in
this community. The positive traits, v/hich she demonstrated so
well, can live forever through us as we remember her and try to
follow her example.
Pat was a caring wife and parent of two successful sons. This
capable woman potrayed a strong mother figure for hundreds of
young people during her 26 years as high school Home Economics
teacher. Most of this time was enjoyed at "Watson Academy" which
is within walking distance of her Prescott Road home. "Mrs. Estey"
always found time to go one step further by coaching cheerleading
,
Softball and vollyball among other things. She was an exceptionally
fine listener and, before guidance counselors were added to the pay-
roll, Mrs. Estey patiently advised many of Epping's youths.
Pat's list of many credits include being a School Board member,
co-chairman of several teaching associations, including the Sea-
coast Region of the N.H. Education Association. She was secretary
to the U.N.H. Alumni Association and secretary-treasurer of SAU 14
Teachers Association. As an active member of the Watson Academy
Alumni-Booster Association, she worked hard to see the building re-
stored and revitalized. Pat always enjoyed working on the EIIS Re-
union Committee with energy and enthusiasm.
Pat Estey was a true believer in Epping. She fully participa-
ted in the community as a member of the Epping Historical Society,
the Women's Club, Garden Club, and the Sally Plumer Chapter of the
D.A.R.. She was a member of the Epping Community Church and assist-
ed with projects and programs of other organizations as well. A
hard-working, vital human being, Pat Estey continually praised this
community for its many strengths and didn't just sit back and com-
plain, she did what she could.
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As the year began, the Town experienced a flood that should
only occur once in a hundred years. The cost of the flood ($45,000)
was borne primarily by Federal Disaster Aid (approx. 907o) . From this
low point, things improved as the year went on. The Town's com-
puters were installed and employees were trained. Last Fall, we
printed our own tax bills and voter checklists thus saving several
thousand dollars.
In early Summer, the contracts were finalized and revaluation
became a reality. The June tax bills will be one half of the 1987
bill but the Fall billing will reflect the new evaluations (1007o) .
The second compactor was installed at the Resource Recovery
Center in late Summer and thus finally ending the piles of loose
garbage when the single compactor overflowed.
We hired a new Administrative Assistant in November. This fine
individual has brought skills and enthusiasm to the job. We anti-
cipate improvements as a result of his presence.
Late in the year, We created an Industrial Development Commit-
tee to try to attract good commercial and industrial development.
Residential growth will come with or without the Town's help, but
to attract good non-residential growth, we must emphasize the posi-
tive aspects of Epping and be prepared to help commercial and in-
dustrial businesses that are interested. When other towns are off-
ering incentives, we must also be prepared to offer incentives if
we want businesses. We can not give away the Town but we must not
erect obsticles that discourage this type of growth.
Growth of the Town and trash disposal are the two major pro-
blems facing us. Disposing of trash is a real problem in both en-
vironmental and economic terms. While other towns are proposing
mandatory recycling, our approach is to convince the community that
it is a good idea whose time is now. We encourage you to take a
little extra time to sort out cardboard and glass. The Town avoids
a cost of $45 per ton to dispose of them and makes a little money
by selling them. The pile of ash at the dump (to be removed in
late summer) is clear evidence of the problem we must deal with, but
it is afterall, a manageable problem with everyone's cooperation.
The growth of the Town is creating unaccustomed demands on all
town departments. As it continues, so will the problems. They can-
not be solved with money along for no amount of money will make up
for a lack of good management. The Town Meeting form of government
works well in providing an opportunity for involvement but it lit-
erally selfdestructs without involvement. As a small unit of gov-
ernment, the Town needs to speak with one voice. We cannot be a
house divided and expect to prosper. It also requires community
participation for part time government to work. With this said, we
encourage you not only to attend Town Meeting but also to serve in





1987 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Article # 1- To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing. (For Results see end of Resumfe)
Article # 2- To act on the reports of the Selectmen and such
other town officers, boards, committees and all commissions who
are required by law to make such reports. (Art. Passed)
Article # 3- To raise such sums of money which may be necess-
ary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make approp-
riations of the same. (Passed as amended)
Article # 4- To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to borrow in anticipation of taxes. ( Article passed)
Article # 5- To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any real estate ac-
quired, by tax title or otherwise, by public auction, and provid-
ing that if such property is to be sold at public auction then the
same shall be advertised sixty (60) days in advance of sale and
again forty-five (45) days in advance of sale with notice thereof
being posted at three (3) public places (town Hall, Library, Post
Office) and area newspapers. (Article passed)
Article # 6- To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, receive and expend federal grants which may become
available during the course of the year and also to accept and
expend money from any other governmental unit or private source
to be used for purposes which the Town may legally appropriate
money provided: (1) that such grants and other monies do not re-
quire the expenditure of other town funds, (2) that a public hear-
ing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and expen-
diture of such grants and monies, and (3) that such items shall be
exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and
expenditure of town monies, all as provided by RSA 31:95-b. (Art-
icle passed)
Article # 7- To see if the Town will authorize the Water &
Sewer Commissions to apply for, receive and expend federal and
state grants, which may become available during the course of the
year, and also to accept and expend money from any other govern-
mental or private sources to be used for purposes for which the
Town may legally appropriate money provided :(1) that such grants
and other monies do not require the expenditure of other Town
funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Water &
Sewer Commission prior to the receipt and expenditure of such
grants and monies, and (3) that such items shall be exempt from
all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditure
of Town mones, all as provided by RSA 31:95-b. (Yes-88, No-123
Article defeated)
Article # 8- To see if the Town will approve a proposal by
the Water & Sewer Commissioners to extend the water and sewer
mains to serve the Industrial Zone at Route 125 and Route 101,
the land on Route 125 oppposite the Legion Hall, and land bounded
in part by Birch and Mast Roads, and to increase the capacity of
both the water supply and the waste water treatment plant. All
such work to be paid for by provate parties at no cost to the
town and upon completion to become an intergral part of the exist-
ing Town-owned systems. (Amendment defeated. Article passed)
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Article # 9- To see if the Town will vote to eliminate the
annual residence tax. Article passed)
Article #10- To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept a gift of land from S.A.U.14 to be used as a
Town recreational facility; said land to be of approximately one
acre, and located at the east end of the parcel of land upon which
the Epping Central School is situated. ( Amended to read "Epping
School District" instead of S.A.U. Article passed as amended)
Article #11- To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of two (2) temporary classrooms behind the Epping Cen-
tral School and located on the parcel of land described in Article
#10, above, either by sale or any other manner of disposal which
may be deemed appropriate. Article passed)
Article #12- To see if the Town will auhtorize the Selectmen
to accept and expend $30,000.00 in Federal Land and Water Conser-
vation Fund money to be put to a $60,000.00 project to improve
the land described in Article #10, above; and to appropriate and
expend $30,000.00 as the Town's matching contribution toward this
project - said money to be garnered through an appropriation of
$20,000.00, the acceptance of cash contributions and gifts of vo-
lunteer labor. (Article passed as amended to define $15,000.00 as
Town funds and $15,000.00 as tangible services)
Article #13- To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
town's representatives to the General Court to take all necessary
measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste from the
Seabrook nuclear plant shall be stored or disposed of within this
town of Epping unless and until the proposed site of proposed
storage or disposal has been approved by the voters of the Town at
the Annual Town Meeting by written bal lot
.
(First amendment to re-
quire 2/3 rds vote was defeated. Second amendment to delete word
"Seabrook" and replace with "any source" was passed. Article pass-
ed as amended)
Article #14- To see if the Town will vote to establish a po-
licy to encourage further recycling of waste materials in the Town
of Epping in view of the rapidly escalating costs at the Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative (LRSWC) and the lack of appropri-
ate landfill space for the disposal of LRSWC's ash; this policy
shall maximize the use of the recycling facilities at the Town's
waste transfer station on Old Redding Road to reduce net tonage of
waste generated in Epping and to help conserve our natural resour-
ces; such improvements to the Town's present recycling program
shall be coordinated by the Conservation Commission. The recycling
program cannot be curtailed without the vote of the Town. If in
the future the Town's recycling operations at the Old Redding Road
site are no longer utilized, the site and facilities shall become
part of the Fred Coffin Memorial Forest located adjacent to the
site, and these facilities shall be used for recreational purposes
for the enjoyment of all town residents; said recreational site
shall be jointly administered by the Recreation Commission and the
Conservation Commission. (Amendment defeated. Article passed)
Article #15- To see if the town will vote to recind the pro-
visions of the Municipal Budget Law as contained in RSA 32.
(Motion to move question was defeated. Article passed)
Article #16- To see if the Townwill vote t raise and appro-
priate the sum of $8,000.00 for the repair and improvement of the
twin bridges on Mill Street. (Article passed)
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Article #17- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $10,000.00 for the repair of the Folsom Lane
bridge. (Article tabled by vote of Yes-117, No-27)
Article #18- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $30,000.00 for the installation of a handicapped
access ramp and handicapped bathroom facilities at the Town Hall.
(Article Tabled)
Article #19- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $38,000.00 for the purchase and installation of
a second compactor at the Resource Recovery Center. These funds
shall also be used for the site preparation and relocation of the
existing compactor. (Article passed)
Article #20- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $74,000.00 for the purpose of conducting a re-
valuation of all the properties located in the town of Epping.
( Amount amended to $66,000.00 - Article passed as amended)
Article #21- To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 8
of the March 1986 Town Meeting by adding this sentence:" The funds
raised for this article shall be applied to Article 20 of the 1987
Annual Town Warrant." (This article declared illegal by Moderator)
Article #22- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum of money not to exceed $8,000.00 for the purpose of
conducting an engineering assessment study to determine the con-
dition if the Town roads so that maintenance may be scheduled.
(Article passed)
Article #23- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $20,000.00 for the construction of a sewer line
from the Main Street sewer line to the new Epping Elementery
School sewer line on Prospect Street. (Article passed)
Article #24- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $100,000.00 for the reconstruction of approxi-
mately two (2) miles of Nottingham Square Rd . (Article tabled)
Article #25- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $100,000.00 for the oil and stone resurfacing
of the following roads:2.5 miles - Prescott Rd . , 2 . miles - Old
Hedding Rd
.
, 1.0 miles - Jenness Rd.1.0- miles- Nottingham Rd .
,
1.0 miles- Camp Lee Rd . Any funds remaining after the completion
of these roads is to be spent on other town roads as needed.
(Article tabled)
Article #26- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $12,000.00 for the construction of a sidewalk
on Prospect Street to provide safe access for the elementary
school children. Article defeated)
Article #27- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $5,775.00 for the purpose of helping to defray
the cost of services provided to the town of Epping and its resi-
dents by the Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Association , Inc . (Article
passed as amended to $5,000.00)
Article #28- To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $750.00 for the purpose of helping to
defray the cost of services provided to the Town of Epping and its
residents by Seacoast Hospice. (Article passed)
Article #29- To see if the town wil raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 (Two Thousand Dollars) for Seacoast Mental
Health Center, a private, non-profit organization. (Article passed)
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Article #30- To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for the purpose of defraying
the cost of services provided to the Town of Epping and its resi-
dents by Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of New Hampshire
.
(Arti-
cle amended to $2,000.00 and passed)
Article #31- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $4,000.00 to assist Rockingham Child and Family
Services, a private non-profit organization
.
(Article passed)
Article #32- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $500.00 for a Safe Place/Seacoast Task Force on
family violence, a private non-profit organization which provides
emergency shelter and support services for battered women and their
children and serves the residents of the Town of Epping. (Article
passed)
Article #33- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $600.00 for the continuation of the mediation
program. (Article passed)
Article #34- To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,307.00 for the purpose of helping to
defray the cost of services provided to the Town of Epping and its
residents by RCCAP , Inc . (Article passed)
Article #35- To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 from the 1987 General Fund to
support the services and programs of Lamprey Health Care (formerly
Newmarket Regional Health Center) . These services include the Med-
ical Program and the Senior Citizen Transportation Program. (Arti-
cle passed)
Article #36- To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the purpose of helping to
defray the cost of services provided to the Town of Epping and its
residents by Area Homemakers. (Article passed)
Article #37- To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,155.00 for the purpose of helping to
defray the cost of services provided to the Town of Epping and its
residents by Women's Resource Center
.
(Amended to $500.00 and passed)
Article #38- To see if the Town will vote to accept donations
for the updating of the Master Plan, for the preparation and amend-
ment from time-to-time of a recommended program of Municipal Cap-
ital Improvement Projects and for the preparation of an official
town map, all of which the Planning Board is hereby authorized to
undertake. (Article passed)
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES WERE VOTED BY BALLOT ON ELECTION DAY
Article #39- Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
to the Town of Epping Zoning Ordinance adopted 10/12/68, as amend-
ed and readopted 10/09/79 as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows: (Art.l-A;To amend and enlarge the Industrial Zone to per-
mit commercial as well as industrial uses and permitted accessory
uses.)( Yes-679, No-142 .Article passed)
Article #40- Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
to the Town of Epping Zoning Ordinance adopted 10/12/68, as amend-
ed and readopted 10/09/79, as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows: ( Art. 111-B To adopt a Residential Cluster Development
Ordinance to allow a more efficient use of land and to preserve
natural features and open space.) (Yes-529, No-277, Article passed)
Article #41- Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
to the Town of Epping Zoning Ordinance adopted 10/12/68, as amend-
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ed and readopted 10/09/79 as proposed by the Planning Board as
follows: ( Art.lll-C, To require Planning Board approval, following
a public hearing, for the conversion of real property to condomin-
ium ownership, as authorized by the State of New Hampshire RSA 356-
B.) (Yes-571, No-226, Article passed)
Article #42- Are you in favor of the adoption as an ordinance
of the BOCA Basic Building Code of 1986, as amended, established
by the Building Officials and Code Administrators International,
Inc., as authorized by the State of New Hampshire RSA 674:52 1, and
as proposed by the Epping Planning Board. ( Yes-543, No-222, Article
passed)
Article #43- Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment
to the Epping Zoning Ordinance adopted 10/12/6 8 as amended and re-
adopted 10/09/79 by Citizen Petition submitted to the Planning
Board 12/29/86, by the Board of Selectmen, signed by 25 or more
registered voters as follows: AMEND ARTICLE 111-A 3. a to read;
Maximum Density: Two (2) dwelling units per acre in served by the
Town Wastewater colleciton system; one (1) unit per acre in the
area elsevi/here in the Town., Wetlands being Very poorly drained
soils as shown in the current Rockingham County Soil Survey shall
not be included in calculating allowable density.) ( Yes-302, No-
492, Article was defeated)
Motion made and passed to adjourn the Annual Town Meeting on





SELECTMAN for three years (vote for one)
Daniel Harvey - 291 votes, Kim Sullivan - 560 votes
TREASURER for one year (vote for one)
Willis A. Baker - 661 votes
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS for one year (vote for one)
Daniel Harvey - 365 votes, Kenneth Perry - 447 votes
LIBRARY TRUSTEE for three years (vote for one)
Carol Clapp - 431 votes, Deborah McConnell - 337 votes
WATER & SEWER COMMISSION for three years (vote for one)
Mary S. Fecteau - 588 votes
WATER & SEWER COMMISSION for two years (vote for one)
Wilfred Cloutier - 269 votes, Albert Haberstroh - 522 votes
BUDGET COMMITTEE for three years (vote for three)
Kenneth Perry - 547 votes, Dawn Tuminowski - 518 votes
Terry Wilkinson - 524 votes
BUDGET COMMITTEE for one year (vote for one)
Willis A. Baker - 640 votes
PLANNING BOARD for three years (vote for one)
Mary S. Cloutier - 274 votes, Ronald Laurent - 542 votes
FIRE WARD for three years (vote for one)
Michael Jean - 716 votes
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION * ESTIMATED VALUE
TOWN HALL-LAND & BUILDING 155,000
FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT 50,000
LIBRARY-LAND & BUILDING 70,000
FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT 30,000
POLICE DEPARTMENT- LAND & BUILDINGS 100,000
FIRE DEPARTMENT- LAND & BUILDINGS 150,000
EQUIPMENT 10,000
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT- LAND & BUILDINGS 20,000
EQUIPMENT 60,000
PARKS, COMMONS & PLAYGROUNDS 50,000
WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES 60,000
SEWER FACILITIES 2,500,000
SCHOOLS-LAND & BUILDINGS 3,030,000
EQUIPMENT 400,000
WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES 40,000
PARKER SCHOFIELD FOREST 13,000
GREENBELT ACERAGE 4,000
WATSON ACADEMY-LAND & BUILDING 200,000
ALL OTHER LANDS & BUIDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS 12,000
( * Values based on 22% Ratio)
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
VALUE OF LAND ONLY:
CURRENT USE LAND 174,724
RESIDENTIAL 12,970,100
COMMERCIAL/ INDUSTRIAL 873,400
TOTAL TAXABLE LAND 14,018,224
TAX EXEMPT & NON_TAXABLE 133,750




TOTAL TAXABLE BUILDINGS 34,161,645
TAX EXEMPT & NON-TAXABLE 133,750
PUBLIC UTILITIES 676,000
VALUATIONS BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 48,855,869
BLIND EXEMPTIONS (4) 17,660
ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS (128) 1,520,000
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS 1,537,660
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $47,318,209
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BOARD OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES
This year, for this first time, we will be electing a Board
of Cemetery Trustees as established by the State Legislature in
RSA 289:7 for the purpose of managing and maintaining town owned
cemeteries. In this capacity, they will be working closely with
the Trustees of Trust Funds.
In December, the Board of Selectmen appointed a study commi-
ttee to examine the responsibilities of this new board and to de-
termine if anything needed to be done to assist in getting them
off to a good start. We found that the town has no town cemetery
with available burial sites as required by State Statutes, and that
the privately owned Prospect Cemetery is very nearly filled to
capacity. Since this need will probably have to be addressed be-
fore the end of the year, an article has been placed in the
Warrant to provide a small working capital fund to assist the new
Board in addressing this high priority town need.









Single-family houses, detached 32
Single-family houses , attached 54
Two-family buildings 2
TOTAL 88
New Nonresidential Buildings 2
Public Works & Utilities
Other Nonresidential 1
Buildings






Garages & Carports 13
Demolitions & Razing of
Buildings


















The Epping taxpayers were surely relieved in 1987 when taxes
went down 9L from the all-time high rate of $11 .3h in 1986, a rate
so high that only 60% of the taxes were collected.
The drop in the tax rate can be attributed to two factors;
more newly-taxable property and taxpayers' voting few, if any, in-
creases in appropriations.
The Budget Committee's job, as defined in RSA 32, is to re-
view and study all town and school budget requests and to recommend
a budget that will meet the needs of the school and town and will
be a budget the taxpayers can afford.
The year 1987 presented several important issues for the
Epping Budget Committee;
1. INCREASED SCHOOL BUDGET - The Budcom was pleased that the School
Board was able to maintain all the school departments and janitor-
ial staff, despite their earlier claims that these areas would be
cut back if they were given only the legally allowed 107<, increase
over the Budget Committe's recommended budget.
2. S.A.U. - A major concern to taxpayers in both the 1987 school
budget and the upcoming 1988 school budget request is the SAU bud-
get. In spite of the decrease of 700 Newmarket students to admin-
ister, Epping's share has grown to $123,444 for 1988, an increase
of 79°/o in three years whereas Epping pupil emrollment has increased
approximately 57o per year. The Budget Committee has no control
over this amount which is determined by the SAU Board.
3. ROADS - The repair and maintenance of Epping roads is one of
our major concerns and one which the Budget Committee felt should
be addressed when funds became available, but only after a pro-
fessional engineering study to establish unbiased priorities.
4. TAX IMPACT STUDY - In July, the Planning Board asked the Budget
Committee to assist in assessing the tax impact of a planned 575
condominium development. The Budget Committee attempted to deve-
lop a significant contribution to the Planning Board's task, al-
though the exercise was outside the normal range of the Committee's
functions. The School Board, SAU, Fire and Police Departments
were cooperative, but tardy and deficient data from the developer,
among others, prevented compiling anything approaching a compre-
hensive report.
The Budget Committee's recommended budget last year led to a
lower tax rate; the Schools were able to maintain their departments
and staff; the Town was able to meet its expenses; and as of Jan-
uary 5, 1988, 80.5% of the taxes had been paid.
The Budget Committee will continue, in 1988, to analyze school
and town appropriation requests seeking a balance between provid-
ing for their needs and achieving the lowest feasible tax rate.
However, in the final analysis, restraint by voters at the School
District and Town Meetings is the only action which will hold the
tax rates down.
Willis A. Baker Peter Hague Terry Wilkinson
Joseph C. Burley,Sec. Dorothy Hall, Sch Bd
.
Nancy B. Chase, Chm. Madeline Lehrmitt
Joseph Foley, Sel. Kenneth Perry Vice Chm.
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TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES 7,350
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES 93,000
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES 1,500
CEMETERIES -0-
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 15,550
REAPPRIASAL OF PROPERTY 4,000
PLANNING & ZONING 43,900
LEGAL EXPENSES 25,000
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATION 1,900






HIGHWAYS , STREETS , BRIDGES
TOWN MAINTENANCE 229,002
STREET LIGHTING 14,000
MILL ST. BRIDGES(ART.#16) 8,000
SANITATION
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL 106,500
RESOURCE RECOVERY CENTER 42,800






SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH (ART. #29) 2,000









PRINCIPAL OF LONG-TERM BONDS & NOTES 46,000
INTEREST EXPENSE-LONG TERM BONDS & NOTES 15,705
INTEREST EXPENSE-TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES 36,000
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CAPITAL OUTLAY
ROAD STUDY (ART. #22) 8,000
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 5,000
SEWER CONNECTION (ART. #23) 20,000
MISCELLANEOUS
MOTOR VEHICLE FEES 8,500
SCHOOL PLAYGROUND (ART. #12) 60,000
EXETER AREA VISITING NURSE ASSOC . (ART . #27
)
5,000
COMMUNITY ACTION (ART. #34) 5,307
WOMENS RESOURCES (ART. #37) 500
MEDIATION(ART.#33) 600
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE (ART. #35) 2,500
SEACOAST HOSPICE (ART. #28) 750
BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER (ART. #30) 2,000






INTEREST & PENALTIES 10,000
LAND USE CHANGE TAX 6,000
INTERGORVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
SHARED REVENUE BLOCK GRANT 66,176
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 62,786
RAILROAD TAX 97 5
STATE AID WATER POLLUTION PROJECTS 36,471
LAND & CONSERVATION FUND 45,000
FUEL REFUNDS 500
LICENSES AND PERMITS
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES 265,000
DOG LICENSES 1,000
BUSINESS LICENSES, PERMITS AND FILING FEES 25,000
CABLE TV FRANCHISE FEE 3,000
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS 30,000
RENT OF TOWN PROPERTY 10,540
FINES, FEES 3,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS 40,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
INCOME FROM WATER & SEWER DEPARTMENTS 110,500
FUND BALANCE 226 ,918
86-CARRYOVER-REVALUATION 63,000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,008,866
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TAX RATE COMPUTATION
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 1,363,614
TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS 1,008,866
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 354,748
NET SCHOOL ASSESSMENTS 2,929,758
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT 88,637
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL & COUNTY 3,373,143
DEDUCT TOTAL BUSINESS PROFITS TAX REIMB. 124,402
ADD WAR SERVICE CREDITS 17,500
ADD OVERLAY 66,853
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED 3,333,094
47,318,209 X 70.44 = $ 3,333,094



























































HEALTH OFFICERS' SALARY 500
EXETER AREA VISITING NURSE ASSOC. 5,000
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE CENTER 2,500
SEACOAST REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH 2,000
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY ACTION PROGRAM 5,307
MEDIATION 600
CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES 4,000











































































ROCKINGHAM COUNTY TREASURER 88,637.00
SCHOOL TAX
1986-1987 SCHOOL YEAR 1,394,996.00
1987-1988 SCHOOL YEAR 1,550,000.00
LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
2,944,996.00




INDIAN HEAD BANK AND TRUST 500,000.00
INTEREST
LONG TERM NOTES & LOANS 3,175.00
SHORT TERM NOTES & LOANS 18,500.00
* Departments that receive revenues
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Auditor's Report on Financial Position
Board of Selectmen
Town of Epplng, N.H.
Gentlemen:
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining
individual fund and account group financial statements of the Town of
Epplng, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1987, as
listed In the Table of Contents. Our examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards and, accordingly,
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary In the circumstances.
As described more fully In Note IB, the combined financial statements
referred to above do not include financial statements of the General Fixed
Assets - Account Group. These should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except for the omission of the financial statements
referred to above results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in
the preceding paragraph, the combined financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the Town of Epplng, New
Hampshire at December 31, 1987, and the results of its operations and the
changes in financial position of the Town of Epplng, New Hampshire at
December 31, 1987 and the results of its operations and the changes in
financial position of its proprietary fund types and similar trust funds
for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applicable to governmental entities prescribed by 0MB Circular
A-128 under the Single Audit Act of 1984 and applied on a basis consistent
with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
combined financial statements taken as a whole. The combining, individual
fund, and account group financial statements and schedules listed in the
Table of Contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the combined financial statements of the Town
of Epplng, New Hampshire. The information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial
statements and in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects







Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes In Fund Balances - Budget and Actual
General and Special Revenue Fund Types























Intergovernmental Transfers & Outlay
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - Beginning of Year
Fund Balances - End of Year
Budget











Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes
In Retained Earnings/Fund Balances - All Proprietary Fund Types
and Similar Trust Funds









State Aid Sewer Project
Paid by Appropriation
Capital Projects Fund
Waste Water Treatment Facility








Total Expenditures and Other Dses
Set Income (Loss )
Contributed Capital
Excess of Revenues Over Expenditures
Retained Earnings/Fund Balance -
Beginning of Year
Retained Earnings /Fund Balance -
End of Year
Proprietary Fiduciary










Combined Statement of Changes In
Financial Position - All Proprietary Fund Types
and Similar Trust Funds
For the Year Ended December 31, 1987
Proprietary Fiduciary
Fund Type Fund Type
Non-Expendable
Enterprise Trust
Sources of Working Capital
Operations
Net Income
Add Back: Items Not Requiring
Working Capital - Depreciation




Total Sources of Working Capital
Uses of Working Capital


























See Notes to Financial Statements
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TOWN OF EPPING
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of the Town of Epping conform to generally
accepted accounting principles for local governmental units except as
Indicated hereinafter. The following is a summary of significant
accounting policies.
A. Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis is used for all fiduciary (and proprietary) funds.
Governmental funds utilize the modified accrual basis whereby
revenues are recorded when measurable and available. Expenditures
are recorded when the liability is Incurred (accrual basis) except:
1. Disbursements for Inventory items (materials and supplies)
are considered expenditures at the time of purchase.
2. Prepaid expenses are not normally recorded.
B. General Fixed Assets
The Town of Epping has not maintained a record of its general fixed
assets and therefore does not conform to generally accepted
accounting policies In this respect.
C. Property, Plant and Equipment
Fixed assets in the proprietary funds are stated at cost, less
accumulated depreciation. Interest during construction is not
capitalized. The following is a summary of the Sewer Project:
Year Capitalized Cost
TOWN OF EPPING - NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
E. Continuing Appropriations
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully
expended at year-end are carried forward as continuing appropriations
to the next year in which they supplement the appropriations of that
year. At year-end, continuing appropriations are reported as a
component of fund balance. As of December 31, 1987, the following
were continuing appropriations:
Planning and Zoning $ 3,192
Revaluation 99,000
Area Homemakers 1 , 000
Compactor 10,362




F. Taxes Collected for Others
The Town collects taxes for the Epping School District and Rockingham
County, which are remitted to them as required by law.
G. Inter-Fund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous
transactions between funds including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services, construct assets and service debt.
The accompanying governmental and fiduciary funds financial
statements reflect such transactions.
Proprietary funds record operating subsidies as other income, whereas
the governmental fund paying the subsidy records it as a transfer.
H. Other General Accounting Policies
1, Retirement System
The police are covered under the State of New Hampshire
Retirement System. Contributions are deducted at rates
according to employment compensation. The Town's
contribution for normal cost of the plan is based upon an
actuarial valuation of the entire State plan and has been set
at various rates of the employee's annual compensation.
Since the actuarial valuation is performed on the entire
State plan, the amount, if any, of the excess vested benefits
over pension fund assets for the Town of Epping is not
available. The Town does not have an accrued liability for
the past service costs. The expense for 1987 was $4,181.77.
Employees may accumulate unused sick leave. Vacation is
granted in varying amounts based on length of service. The
Town's policy is to recognize cost of sick and vacation leave
only at the time payments are made.
The Town voted to give retirement benefits to the office
employees. The total expense for 1987 was $2,984.16.
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TOWN OF EPPING - NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
I. Property Taxes
Annually the Town establishes an amount for abatements, discounts and
refunds of property and resident tax revenues known as overlay. All
abatements, discounts and refunds are charged to overlay. Overlay Is
included under classification of general government in the financial
statements.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector sells at tax sale, all
uncollected property taxes in the following year after taxes are due,
where applicable. The purchaser at tax sale has a priority tax lien
on these properties and accrues interest at 18% per annum.
Delinquent taxpayers must redeem property from tax sale purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least
undivided interest in the property for payment of taxes and related
costs due. If the property is not redeemed within the two year
redemption period, the property is tax-deeded to the lien holder.
2. PURPOSE OF FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
The Town reports Its activities in numerous Individual funds to comply
with the limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made
available to the Town and the service provided. Individual funds and
account groups summarized in the accompanying financial statements are
classified as follows:
A. Governmental Funds
These funds are intended to provide recurring general services. They
are controlled by a budget approved by the voters.
General Fund - Used to account for all revenues and expenditures
which are not accounted for in other fund or account groups.
Special Revenue Funds - Used to account for specific restricted
revenues and expenditures for various purposes. Receipts and
expenditures of each fund are governed by the terms of contractual
agreements, statutes or local law.
Capital Projects Funds - These funds are used to account for
resources designated to construct or acquire fixed assets. Such
resources are derived principally from proceeds of general obligation
bonds, notes, federal or state grants.
B. Proprietary Funds
Enterprise Funds - These funds are used to account for operation of
entities that provide services on user charge, or other basis, to the
general public. Retained earnings in the Sewer Account were
restated January 1, 1981 to conform to generally accepted accounting
principles. As of May 1, 1985, Water Department policy was changed
and receipts were deposited into the Water Department's own checking
account.
C. Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - These funds are used to account for assets
held by the Town in a fiduciary capacity for various purposes
including cemetery operations and taxes collected for other
governmental units. Receipts and expenditures of each fund are
governed by statutes or local law.
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TOWN OF EPPING - NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
D. General Long-Term Debt Account Group
This group is used for the outstanding principal balances of general
obligation bonds or notes.
BUDGET
The Town budget represents departmental appropriations as authorized by
annual or special town meetings. The Selectmen may transfer funds
between operating categories as they deem necessary. State statutes
require balanced budgets but provide for the use of the beginning fund












The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of
December 31, 1987, including Interest payments of $53,160 are as follows:
Year Ended
TOWN OF EPPING - NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
7. SPECIAL REVENUE FUND BALANCES
At December 31, 1987, the special revenue fund balance of $16,128
consisted of the following:
Federal Revenue Sharing $ 406
Library Fund 390
Conservation Commission 5,052
Refund of Rehab Costs Under CDBG 10,280
$16.128
8. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
No litigation is currently in process that could materially affect the
financial statements of the Town.
9. COMMITMENTS AND LEASES
On August 26, 1983, the Town leased a compactor under the Atlantic
Leasing Corporation Plan. Total cost of the lease is $37,968.00 (84
payments of $452.00). In 1987 twelve payments were made totalling





10. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND UNBILLED REVENUES - PROPRIETARY FUNDS
The Epplng Water and Sewer Commission uses semi-annual cycle billings.
Accounts Receivable at December 31, 1987, reflects unpaid balances after
the January 1 to June 30, 1987 service period, which was billed in July,
1987. An accrual is made for customer service provided in the period
July 1 to December 31, 1987 service period, which Is unbilled at
December 31, 1987.
11. BUDGET OVERDRAFT
The budget overexpenditure of $58,295 was chiefly created by flood
damage of which $48,000 is reimbursable by the State of New Hampshire.
The balance was created by unbudgeted Insurance costs. RSA 3210A
requires approval of the Commissioner of Revenue Administration upon
receipt of a letter authorized by a majority of the budget committee and
signed by the Selectmen prior to creation of the overdraft. In cases of







Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
SCHEDULE 1 (Continued)
Town of Epplng
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
SCHEDULE 2
Town of Epping
Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances




















HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES
Town Maintenance
Street Lighting
Bridges - Mill Street









Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Association
Seacoast Mental Health














Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances




Rockingham County Community Action Program 5,307
TOTAL WELFARE 16,307
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Parks and Recreation 13,000
Patriotic Purposes 500






Sunmiary of Warrant - Levy of 1987
For the Year Ended December 31, 1987
DR
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Taxes $3,333,094.00
Land Use Change Taxes 21,150.00






Overpayments During the Year
Property Taxes 1,622.82
1,622.82





Land Use Change Taxes 21,150.00



















Summary of Warrant - Levies of Prior Years
For the Year Ended December 31, 1987
LEVIES OF
1986






















































$ 3,861.62 $ 730.10
1,225.25 755.00
$12.923.71 $ 4.616.62 S 730.10












All Special Revenue Funds
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
















Trust and Agency Fund
19,000
1.671







TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES 25.040
EXCESS OF REVENUES AND OTHER
SOURCES OVER (ONDER)
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING OF YEAR
406 (3.263)
3,6d3







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Epping in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are herebj' notified to meet at the Epping Town Hall in
said Epping on Tuesday, the eighth day of March, next at nine of
the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the town will vote to adopt the
following rules for the 1988 Town Meeting to aid in understanding,
and reduce confusion during, the Town Meeting process:
1. All remarks or questions are to be -made to or through the
Moderator
.
2. A voter must be recognized by the Moderator before
starting to speak.
3. No one is to interrupt when a voter has the floor.
4. No name calling, profanity, or threatening will be
tolerated.





Any motion may be amended but onlj' one amendment to a
motion will be allowed.
7. All motions are debatable except one that limits debate. A
motion to limit debate requires a 2/3 majority vote.
8. A motion to reconsider an article must get a 2/3 majority
vote for the motion to pass unless the motion is made imm.ediately
following the vote on the article. If Town Meeting continues on
another day or evening, a motion to reconsider an article can only
be made on the same day or evening that the article was voted on.
9. Prior to a vote being taken on an article, a request for a
secret ballot vote can be made in writing by 5 or more voters and
this request must be given to the Moderator (NH Law).
10. After an oral or hand vote is taken on an article, a
request for a secret ballot vote can be made orallj'- by 7 or more
voters (NH Law)
.
11. The Moderator has the right to vote on all questions if
s/he wishes, including a vote to break or cause a tie vote.




ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to borrow in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will approve the purchase of
a Fire Engine, Ladder Truck, Tanker Truck and Ambulance. Also to
authorize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not
to exceed 3385,000.00 under and in compliance with the State of
New Hampshire law. To authorize the Selectmen to determine the
time and place of payment and rate of interest on serial notes or
bonds and to take whatever action as may be necessary to the
issuance thereof. Said period of such notes or bonds not to
exceed ten (10) years.
Requested by Epping Fire Department
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
$150,000 Recommended by Budget Committee
$235,000 Not recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will approve the expansion
of the existing Fire Station building on Main Street at a cost of
$250,000.00. Also to authorize the issuande of serial notes or
bonds in an amount not to exceed $250,000.00 under and in
compliance with the State of New Hampshire law. To authorize the
Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment and rate of
interest on serial notes or bonds and to take whatever action as
may be necessary to the issuance thereof. Said period of such
notes or bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
Requested by Epping Fire Department
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not-to-exceed $2,700,000 for the purpose of
undertaking water yield and quality testing, acquisition of land
or rights thereof, and design and construction of water well(s),
pump station(s), mains, storage facility, and connection to the
existing \-.'ater system to augment the water supply of the town.
Said sum to be raised bj' the issuance of either bonds or serial
notes in compliance with applicable State law and to authorize the
Selectmen to determine the date and place of payment of such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon as they
determine to be in the best interest of the Town. To the extent
that the Selectmen and/or Board of Water and Sewer Commissioners
are able and deem it appropriate, they may raise such portions of
said sum by application for appropriate Federal, State or private
funds that may be available, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Submitted by Water & Sewer Commission
$3,280,000 Not Recommended by Budget Committee
$320,000 Recommended by Budget Committee
Insert 4
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $250,000 for the testing, development and
connections of a well(s) from Plumer Road to the existing system,
Also to authorize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in an
amount not to exceed $250,000 under and in compliance with the
State of New Hampshire law. To authorize the Selectmen to
determine the time and place of payment and rate of interest on
serial notes or bonds and to take whatever action as may be
necessarj'' to the issuance thereof. Said period of such notes or
bonds not to exceed 10 years. This sum to be spent only if the
CDBG Grant is not approved.
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 8. To act on the reports of the Selectmen and such
other town officers, boards, committees and all commissions x<jho
are required by law to make such reports.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any real estate
acquired by tax tax title or otherwise, by public auction, and
providing that if such property is to be sold at public auction,
then the same shall be advertised sixty (60) days in advance of
sale and again forty-five (45) days in advance of sale with notice
thereof being posted at three (2\3) public places (Town Hall,
Library, Post Office) and area newspapers.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, receive and expend federal grants which may become
available during the course of the year and also to accept and
expend money from any other governmental unit or private source to
be used for purposes which the Town may legally appropriate money
provided: (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the
expenditure of other town funds (2) that a public hearing shall be
held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and expenditure of
such grants and monies, and (3) that such items shall be exempt
from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expendi-
ture of town monies, all as provided by RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 11. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86
for a real estate tax lien procedure? These statutes provide that
tax sales to private individuals for non-payment of property taxes
on real estate are replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure
under which only a municipality or countj- where the property is
located or the state may acquire a tax lien against land and
buildings for unpaid taxes".
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Insert 5
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $35,227.00 to purchase and equip two
Police cruisers.
Submitted by Epping Police Department
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the purpose of reno-
vating and expanding the Police Station located in the cellar of
the Town Hall. Submitted by Epping Police Department
Submitted by Epping Police Department
Recommend by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $18,000 to be used for the construction of
a Highway Department barn (garage) to be located on existing town
property, Map # 12, Lot # 64 (Wastewater Treatment Facilities).
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will approve the establish-
ment of two (2) full time Fire Department/EMT personnel at a cost
of $52,000.00 (annual salaries and benefits) Requested by Epping
Fire Department
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Not Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 16. Are the people of the Town of Epping, N'.H.
willing to have the Epping Ambulance bill individuals for
service?
Submitted bj'' Petition
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the necessary repairs to the
Town Hall.
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
Insert 6
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $100,000 for the reconstruction of parts of
St Laurent Street, North River Road, Old Hedding Road, and Shannon
Drive
.
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
the sura of S2,000.00 to be used for preliminary search and
engineering costs associated with finding suitable land on which
to establish a town cemetery by the Board of Cemetery Trustees in
accordance with RSA 289:1.
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Not Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the following sums of money to help to defray the
costs to the various human service agencies that serve the Town of
Epping
:
Exeter Area Visiting Nurse xAssoc.
Seacoast Hospice






Raymond Area Community Action
Richie McFarland Children's Center,
Rock Child & Family Service 4,500
Mediation 600
REQUEST
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Account to be used for the future acquisition of
Police, Fire and Highway equipment in the amount of $30,000.00
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the purpose of per-
mitting the Planning Board to prepare the Master Plan and a
Capital Improvements Program.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to rescind article
#8 of the 1987 Town Warrant in lieu of the burden of municipal
costs the town will incur due to large scale residential growth,
lack of an economical source of water for such large scale
residential growth, and possible contamination of groundwater
supplies used in the area bounded in part by Birch and Mast Roads
due to the Keefe EPA Superfund site; expansion of existing town
owned water and sewer system to be extended only to commercial and
industrial developments within the town.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 24. To see if the town will vote to limit the
takings of the Sew^er and Water Commission, the Board of Selectmen,
or any other governmental body for water sources to lots with no
structures on them.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to protect any
Epping Homeowner from the forcible loss of his home by Eminent
Domain or anj-- other method of seizure for the purpose of utilizing
his homestead as a future water source for a municipal well.
Instead, let the Epping Sewer and Water Commissioners re required
to select those water sources which provide the legal mandated
distance from any existing home. This petition is not intended to





ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to allow any lot
owner within 1500 feet of a high yield source well to be supplied
with a free service connection to a new sj-stem if the Health
Officer for the Town of Epping makes a determination that either
the drawdown of the water table or induced contamination has
rendered a lot owner's private well noservicable , providing,
however, that quarterly charges for the water actually used shall
be levied.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will desolve the Water &:
Sewer Commission as established under RSA 38 and RSA 252 as
originally voted in the 1970 Annual Town Meeting.
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of Chapter 149-1 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated pertaining to sewers, and authorizing the Selectmen to
perform all the duties and possess all the powers in the Town of
Epping which, in the case of a city, are conferred by RSA Chapter
14 9-1 upon the mayor and aldermen.
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to hire an
administrator to act as Highway Supervisor/Public Works
Superintendent whose responsibilities will be to plan activities;
supervise work in progress; solicit proposals for the Board of
Selectmen; and supervise the selected subcontractors; all relating
to the Highway/Streets/ and Bridges budget and whose duties will
include implementing the newly adopted Town Road Plan as funds
become available. The administrator to be hire at an annual
salary not to exceed 325,000.00 to be paid out of the approved
Highway/Streets/Bridges budget and that this administrator/super-
intendent be hired expeditiously by only after a job description
is accepted by the Board of Selectmen and the position is legalls"
advertised and open to all interested applicants.
Submitted by Petition
Insert 9
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to accept private donations of land, interest in land or money to
be deposited into the Conservation Fund for the purpose of contri-
buting to the local matching portion required for acquiring con-
servation land or interest in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent conservation use under the N.H. Land
Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221-A, and authorize
the Selectmen to apply for and accept the State matching funds
under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of the fee or
leaser interest in conservation land. Said appropriated or
donated funds and State matching funds may be expended bj' majority
vote of the Conservation Commission.
Submitted by Epping Conservation Commission
ARTICLE 31. Are you in favor of increasing the Board of
Selectmen to five (5) members?
Submitted by Petition
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to abandon the
lost and undefined portion of Beniah Lane (Also known as Rundlett
Lane) and to remove the "Closed to Gates and Bars" status.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 33. We the undersigned registered voters and
abutters hereby petition the Town of Epping to discontinue Folsom
Mill Lane from the southern boundary of the Shepard Cemetery to
N.H. State Route 27.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town of Epping will authorize the
Board of Selectmen to deed over a small parcel of land on St
Laurent Street to the parties of Louis Guillemette, Lewis Lavoie,
Pelletier k Grace for the purpose of clearing the titles to the
above propei-ties .
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 35. We, the undersigned registered voters, wish to
petition the Town of Epping to name the auditorium on the second
floor of the Epping Town Hall the KENDALL CHASE AUDITORIUM, in





ARTICLE 36. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 466:30-a
which make it unlawful for any dog to run at large, except when
accompanied by the owner or custodian, and when used for hunting,
herding, supervised competition and exhibition or training for
such?"
Submitted by Board of Selectmen
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to adopt
an article entitled "Wetlands Oi-dinance" to be Article IV-D as
proposed by the Conservation Commission and sponsored by the
Planning Board. The purpose of this is to protect ground water
and water supplies.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to adopt
an amendment to Article IV-A "Wetlands Conservation Area" to
change the name to "Riverbank Protection Area" and to change the
defined area from "Within fifty (5) feet of the banks" to "Within
seventy five (75) feet of the banks" in order to conform with
State law.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
repeal Article IV-C "Flood Hazard Regulations" and to adopt
Article IV-C entitled "Flocdplain Development Ordinance". This
change is required to maintain eligibility in the National Flood
Insurance Program.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
repeal Article V "Procedure and Enforcement" and to adopt a new
Article V entitled "Administration" in order to fulfill the
requirements of BOCA Building Code as adopted March 10, 1987
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
Insert 11
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
authorize the Planning Board to re-number the Zoning Ordinances in
accordance with the Duodecimal System in order to make referencing
the Ordinances easier.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town of Epping u'ill vote to
repeal Article III "Building Code" of the Zoning Ordinances of the
Town of Epping because of the adoption of BOCA Basic Building Code
March 10, 1987.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will amend Article V
"Procedure and Enforcement" with an additional section on fines
and penalties in order to fulfill the requirements of BOCA as
adopted on March 11, 1987.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
Insert 12
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
insert the words "violation and $100.00" in Section 117.4 of the
BOCA Basic Building Code so that the paragraph shall read "Any
person who shall violate a provision of this code or shall fail to
comply with any of the requirements therof or who shall erect,
construct, alter or repair a building or structure in violation of
an approved plan or directive of the Code Official, or of a permit
or certificate issued under the provisions of this code, shall be
guilty of a violation, punishable by a fine of not more than
$100.00. Each day that a violation continues shall be deemed a
separate offense.
Submitted and recommended by Epping Planning Board
(Ballot Article)
ARTICLE 45. To raise such sums of money which may be nec-
essary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations of same.
To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 1 7 f.h day , February, in












BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
,<».iytNOf
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF E P P I N G N.H,
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for tfie Ensuing Year January 1, 1988 to December 31, 1988 or for Fiscal Year
From . 19 to .19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5















Art. # Two Full Time Piremen/EMTs 52,000
Art. # Fire Equipment 385,000
Engine Truck
Ladder Truck
Tanker Truck (Recommended by B.C.)
Art. # F.D. Building Expansion 250,000
Art. # Two Police Cruisers 35,227
Art. # P.D. Renovations 20,000




Art. # Highway Barn 18,000
Art. $ Town Kail Repairs 10,0.00
Art. T Research new Cemetery 2,000
Art. # Master Plan 10,000
Art. # Road Reconstruction 100,000
















Exeter Area Visiting Nurse* (5000)
Seacoast Kospice *(750>
Seacoast Mental Health *{2000)
Big Brother/Big Sister *(2000)
Rock Child & Family *(4000)
A Safe Place *(500)
Mediation *(600)
Rock C.A.P. *(5307)
Lamprey Health Care *(2500)
Area Homemakers *(1000)
Women's Resources *(S00)

























STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants o+ the School District in the Town o-f
Epping quali-fied to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the eighth day of March 1988 at nine o'clock
in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects: (The
polls may not close before five o'clock in the afternoon.)
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years
5. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting






A true copy o-f *garrant - Attest:




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District \ r. the Town o-f
Epping, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Epping Gymnasium in
said district on the tenth day of March 1988 at seven-thirty
in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1. To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees
or officers chosen and pass any vote relating there-
to.
2. To Sir? I -^ Ithe District will vote, under the
provisions of RSA 198:20-b, to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend without
further action by the School District Meeting,
money from any source which becomes available during
the 1988-1989 school fiscal year provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a School
District may appropriate money and that such
expenditure not require the expenditure of other
School District funds. Further, that the School
Board hold a publ ic hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
3. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries for the School District
officials and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the district.
4. To see whether the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of *90,500 to replace a portion
of the roof of the Middle/High School.
5. To see whether the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 to repair plumbing




6. To see i -f the District will approve the application
of School Administrative Unit No. 14 to the New
Hampshire State Board o-f Education -for re-organization
o+ the School Administrative Unit.
7. To transact any other business which may legally
come be -fore this meeting.








STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
1988-89
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW/
EPPiNG SCHOOL DISTRICT
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS
BUDGET (RSA 32;7): Forward one signed copy of Ihe budget as approved by the









Conservation Rehab Costs December 31,
Commission Under CDBG 1987
















Combined Statement of Revenues , Expenditures
and Changes in Fund Balances























TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES
EXCESS OF REVENUES AND OTHER SOURCES OVER
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING OF YEAR














Report of Common Trust Fund Investments








Assistance of Worthy Poor $ 8,A79.97
Support of Churches 100.00
Support of School and Public
Library 5.000.00
Support of Public Library 11,510.61
Care of Cemeteries 10,391.87
Central Cemetery Fund 3,500.00







Long-Term Debt Group Accounts
Statement of Annual Maturities of Principal and Interest





















May and November 15
New Hampshire Municipal
Bond Bank
Waste Water Treatment Facility
Principal Interest Principal Interest
$ 20,000.00 $ 11,380.00 $ 26.000.00 $ 13,480.00
20,000.00 10,140.00 26,000.00 11,940.00
20,000.00 8,840.00 26,000.00 10.340.00
20,000.00 7,480.00 26.000.00 8,680.00
20,000.00 6,060.00 26,000.00 6,960.00
20,000.00 4,600.00 26,000.00 5,200,00
20,000.00 3,100.00 26.000.00 3,400.00
20,000.00 1,560.00 20.000.00 1.560.00
$160.000.00 $ 53.160.00 $202.000.00 $ 61.560.00
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WILSON P DENNETT CPA
ROBERT B DENNETT CPA
DENNETT & DENNbi 1 1
Comments and Recommendations
Internal Accounting and Administrative
Controls and Compliance
Epplng's rapidly expanding population and economic growth
has maximized the need for computerization of the Town'
accounting records.
Recommendation: We recommend utilization of a computer for all phases of
Town accounting to be accomplished as rapidly as
practicable, thereby eliminating out-moded bookkeeping
methods and extra time consumption.
Response: Town administration is presently converting Its records from
manual to computer processing. The Water and Sewer
Commission has been computerized for the past year and is
currently upgrading its software for maximum benefit. It is
hoped to have all town departments "on line" before 1989.
Comment: The 1986 audit report noted the inadequacy of the telephone
system within the Town office. This situation was addressed
in 1987 by the addition of one new telephone line.
Recommendation: The present telephone system should be modified to provide
better communication between departments and the public.




A new telephone system is being installed In March 1988.
The need for more open and timely communication between the
Selectmen's and the Tax Collector's office was stressed in
last years' audit report. The problem, partially a result
of "under-staffing" has become less acute. Subsequently,
fewer changes were required in the warrants.
Recommendation: We urge a concerted effort to eliminate this lack of
communication entirely in 1988. It was noted during our
current audit that the 1987 yield tax warrant was not
received by the Tax Collector until 1988.




The library had an excellent year in 1987, with 9,620 items being cir-
culated and over 3,600 people using the facility. We added 954 new items to the
collection, which brings the overall holding to 11,696. Many of the additions
were from Epping's generous book donors. We registered 313 new borrowers in
1987.
Our re-established Friends group rejuvenated the Lydia Ladd Room, i.e. new
paint and curtains, clean carpet, re-done rest rooms, plans for the kitchen.
This meeting room was used heavily last year by town boards and civic organi-
zations. Over 100 children were delighted there by a storyteller as part of
Lamprey River Canoe Race festivities in April, and more recently, the Friends of
the Library hosted coffees for several presidential candidates.
Major improvements were made to the library in 1987. We installed a new
oil burner and further insulated the building, plus re-installed two exterior
doors downstairs. Already this winter, the building is noticeably warmer. In
December we bought a computer, which is beginning to handle our record keeping
and will be tied into the State Library System to help us better serve the
community.
Our on-going book sale is a popular spot in the library. It offers a wide
selection of paperback and hardback books for all reading levels. Ladies of the
Epping Garden Club supply us with lovely floral arrangements each month. We
conducted a successful summer reading program and continue to provide story hour
for pre-schoolers every Friday morning at 10:00 a.m.
Library staff consists of Betty Claxton, Rosalie Carr, Linda Kerry and a
faithful legion of volunteers from our Friends group, chaired by Debbie
McConnell. Our hours are: Monday through Friday 1:00-5:00, plus 7:00-9:00 on
Wednesday and Thursday, Friday 10:00-11:00, and Saturday 1:00-3:00.
Sincerely,
DUANE E. SHAFFER, Librarian
Library Financial Report
Fiscal Year Ended 12/31/87
Balance, January 1, 1987 $ 3,652.65
Town Appropriation 19.000.00
Trustees of Trust Fund 1,671.16
Gifts (Pat Estey Fund) 265.00
Copies 110.00
Fines & Lost Books 136.50
Book Sales 20.00
Miscellaneous (PTO/State) 574.91... 21,777.57














Less Outstanding checks 4 , 958 . 12




The Fire Department has again had a very busy year. The total
calls being 139; for this effort, I wish to thank all who contri-
buted physically and morally to the cause. The fire Department is
at present an all volunteer and without the support of the families
of the fire fighters, the excellent work could not continue.
This report was not turned in early as it usually is. I was
trying to gather all the information I could to include it in my
report. This year, the Fire Department is asking for a lot of
money and support from the Town. The station has been outgrown
for some time and presently, we are operating with only two pieces
of updated equipment and a 26 year old back-up piece. I asked for
one new Tanker, one used Ladder and one new Engine. The Budget
Committee did not think that the Town could afford all three this
year even though this was going to be a ten-year bond. I finally
got them to recommend the new Tanker because it is the most uni-
versal piece of equipment. The Town also desperately needs a
Ladder Truck. During the day, I am not sure how many volunteers
will be in Town and for life safety purposes, it takes at least
three people to put up a ladder that we now have - when it takes
only one person to operate a Ladder Truck. The Engine that I
asked for would be in addition to the eleven year old one we have
now. The Budget Committee did recommend the renovations to the
Fire Station. I said that I would not ask for full time people
this year or a new ambulance - so as to save the town this ex-
pense - but I have just learned that one of the ambulance people
I rely on for daytime coverage is going to a shift change and will
not be available for ambulance duty anymore. I may have to re-
consider on the full time people, as by law, there are two ambu-
lance attendants required for an ambulance call.
In closing, I still remind you to check your chimneys on a
regular basis and clean them often.
See you at town Meeting
Richard Marcotte
Fire Chief - Epping, NH
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Report of the Epping Police Department
Many changes occurred within the Police Department last year
including the addition of two full-time officers. They are Marc
Turner and Mark Kirkwood. We can now provide the community with
twenty-four hour coverage. The Department also acquired an IBM
compatible computer through the generous donation from the Epping
Police Association. The computer now lets us search case histo-
ries on individuals in a matter of seconds. We also take day-to-
day accounting of our expenditures and gather many valuable sta-
tistics among countless other time saving tasks.
The number of calls for service increased by 5% in 1987. It
was alarming to find that traffic accidents that were covered by
our department increased by 25% over the same period of time in
1986. This included one fatality and over sixty people injured.
On January 13, 1988, the Police Department enjoyed sponsor-
ing the "Officer Phil Program" at the Elementary School. This
program consisted of a ventriloquist and his dummy "Phil" who
teaches youngsters in grades 1-4 various important safety tips.
Each year, a different presentation is provided for the children
to promote safety. In 1988, we plan to introduce "McGruff" the
Crime Dog or the popular robot. This worthwhile endeavor is made
available through the generosity of our local merchants.
We are very excited and happy to announce that plans are
under way for some much needed renovations to our Police Sta-
tion. The $20,000 we are asking for in the 1988 Budget, will im-
prove the present facility as well as expand into what is now -
wasted unused space and provide the department with a rest room.
Also, citizens will be able to enter the Station from within the
Town Hall. The Budget Committee has approved our request and we
sincerely hope you will support it at March Town Meeting.
In closing, I would like to remind the citizens of Epping
that our telephone number should be on or near your home phone at
all times. EMERGENCY NUMBER - 679-2225. OUR OFFICE NUI4BER which
rings at the Town Hall and at Dispatch is 679-5122. WE STRONGLY
ENCOURAGE YOU TO TEACH ALL CHILDREN THE EMERGENCY NUMBER FOR





SUMMARY OF ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD 1987.
This has been a tumultuous year for the Planning Board though it seems there is
little evidence as yet. Few of the Site Plans and Subdivisions approved have
become realities.
The Master Plan is well underway. The citizens' survey has been completed and
reveals interesting and significant trends of opinion for implementing the
future development of our Town.
We approved 27 subdivisions creating 88 lots for a possible 62 dwelling units;
14 Site Plans for 3 separate condos with 160 units, a chapel, a motorcycle
repair shop, and 4 office buildings, including 6 apartments. Also 1 excavation
on Route 27, 14 boundary adjustments, 1 condo conversion, and a 20-unit elderly
apartments on Route 27.
In process are: a 48-unit manufactured home park, and a 10-unit expansion; an
excavation in West Epping; 2 cluster proposals totalling 78 units; 2
subdivisions totalling 27 new lots; an 18,000 sq ft expansion of The Granary
office/retail space; 2 apartment houses for 24 units; and a 124-unit condo
development. And there are the 575 condominiums by Boston North on Birch Road
plus the 104 condos, 40 apartments and 94,000 sq ft shopping mall on Route 125.
The sad news is that Cabral & Tucker withdrew from the Triumvirate to share in
the cost of the development of a new water supply and a nevj sewer treatment
plant for lack of population to support their industrial /commercial enterprise.
They should reactivate in two years. Meanwhile, Boston North and Lamprey River
Associates will carry out the terms of their share of the sewer treatment plant.
When all the 1280 dwelling units approved in 1987 are built, the need for
buyers and workers may be solved. However, in view of the lagging real estate
market, it may take a long time.
Ihere will be seven Planning Board Articles on the ballot. Please call
679-1202 if you want additional information about them.
This report is only a sketch to fit the page. The full report will be in the
Community Journal Feb. 27 and copies will be in the Selectmen's Office, the











New Single Family Homes 32 32 Permits
Duplex Homes 20 Apts 10 Permits
Condos & Apts 42 Apts 9 Permits
Alterations & Additions 72 Permits
Manufacturer Houses 12 Permits
Sheds , Barns , Garages 38 Permits
Chapel 1 Permit
Demolitions 2 Permits
Total. Value $ 22,560.26
Wiring Permits 154 9,328.65
Plumbing Permits 57 6,604.35
GRAND TOTAL $ 37,737.76
Building Inspector Fees 6,570.00




Annual Report - 1987
To keep up with the growth experienced within our town, the Conservation Commission has
spent a great deal of time addressing wetland impacts, management of public lands, municipal
solid waste issues, and groundwater and surface water protection concerns. In addition, the
Commission was also involved with its traditional array of community activities.
Wetlands Dredge and Fill applications continued to occupy a majority of the commission's time.
Development is being proposed for many wetland areas and the commission feels many of these
areas must be protected to insure adequate protection of our natural resources e.g. groundwater.
We have prepared a Wetlands Protection Ordinance for the 1988 warrant and also plan to
continue our effort to map the prime wetlands within Epping. All members are involved with
this activity - Scott is our primary field person.
Lilac bushes were planted at the Miriam Jackson Park by our commission and the Garden Club
this past Spring. The town has the opportunity to be involved with the Trust for NH Lands
program and we have been working with the Trust to identify parcels as candidates for land
conservation. In 1988 we hope to have new signs for our town parks and forests and also plan to
create comprehensive management plans for these public lands. Questions regarding public
lands should be directed to Rosalie.
Improvements were made to the waste handling facilities used by the town, namely, the transfer
station and recycling operation The design engineering and coordination of improvements to
the facility were donated by the commission and new signs for the facility were donated by NH
the Beautiful. The commission also assumed the responsibility of representing the town at the
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative meetings this past year. Our recycling program has
been progressing while trying to streamline the process to handle recyclable materials.
Approximately 20 tons of newspaper, 15 tons of cardboard, 1/2 ton of aluminum, 100 tons of
scrap metal and 5 tons of glass were removed from the waste stream this past year due to the
efforts of many town residents. Contact Peter with questions regarding solid waste.
Our Groundwater and Surface Water Protection subcommittee spent time this past year
preparing to conduct an underground storage tank inventory. A map identifying underground
storage tanks will be prepared and used as a reference to assist in identifying any future
occurrences of groundwater contamination. The subcommittee also familiarized themselves with
the town's waste water treatment facilities to have a better understanding of how this operation
works within our environment. Committee members are Bette, Tim, and Peter.
The tenth anniversary of the Lamprey River Canoe Race occurred this past year, an event
which the Conservation and Recreation Commissions rely on for additional funding. The day
was filled with activities for all and the race for this coming year promises to be just as eventful.
Additionally, the commission and the Garden Club jointly sponsored Paul Holmes as a Youth
Conservation Camp participant this past summer. Jim is our community activities contact.
The Conservation Commission is always in need of volunteers to work on environmental
projects e.g. mapping wetlands, expanding the use of town parks and forests, recycling projects,
etc. Please contact any one of us if you have time to contribute towards conservation interests.
Peter Contrastano, Chairperson Tim Nowack, Vice Chairperson
Bette Kolvites, Secretary Rosalie Carr, Financial Secretary
Scott Brown Jim Carr
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REPORT FROM THE WATER & SEWER COMMISSION
Our year started with what we had hoped would have culminated in the
expansion of our water and sewer capacity at no cost to the taxpayer.
However, after many meetings, hours of research, exploration and an engineering
study of our sewer plant, we can only report to you that the offer to expand our
water system by the three developers will not materialize for various reasons of
each party involved. Fanaras Enterprises and Boston North intend to supply
their own water to their projects.
If we hadn't had this offer last year to expand the water system, we would
have had a money request in the warrant for water exploration as we are in a
CRISIS situation with our municipal supply. However, the developers forwarded
$15,000 to our department to facilitate a search for water. We hired D.L. Maher
Co. to do the exploration. The findings show two suitable sites left in the
whole town for gravel-packed wells. Those are in West Epping. The most
promising well site is the nineteen acre parcel known as Wheeler Property. The
opinion of the hydrogeologist is that the well has a potential of 450 gallons
per minute. The potential of the well found in 1978 on the Stackpole Land (now
owned by Golden & St. Jean) was re-established to be 300 gallons per minute.
We will need to perform five day draw tests on each site to establish
whether or not the wells will sustain the supply and quality necessary to meet
required state approval for a municipal system.
We have an article in this year's town warrant which asks for funding to
test the wells on both sites; and if they live up to expectations, to buy the
land needed to establish the protective area for each and permit the
construction of the expansion. This will allow the possibility of bringing town
water to the West Epping area. These new connections will be voluntary and will
be charged a reasonable entrance fee which will be used to reduce the yearly
bond payments. Failure to secure and develop these wells at this time will
result in their loss to the Town forever because of planned residential
development by their owners. Clean, clear water in gravel-packed wells is a
resource we cannot afford to destroy. With the water moratorium lifted we would
be able to attract industrial and commercial development to broaden our tax base
while satisfying the State's directive that we improve dramatically our water
system.
As to the proposal of the sewer expansion, two of the developers are still
contemplating (at no cost to the town) increasing our sewer capacity by 450,000
gallons per day.
We cannot promise the town that this expansion will happen, but we feel an
obligation to the town to work towards this possibility. What we believe is one
of the most positive acts of our Commission this year is that we have instituted
a policy of entrance fees for any expansion costs to our sewer system. The
charge is $6.00 per gallon. These fees are put into a special interest bearing
bank account to be used only towards the costs of future expansion. With this
sound business-like approach, it is conceivable that the town will never have to
float bonds again for expansion costs. We intend to use this same approach with
the water system, but apply those fees to the bond payment.
This year, the Commission adopted a policy of excellence and pride in the
maintenance of the grounds and buildings of our water and sewer plants. You are
welcome to visit these facilities and see how they work.
We hope you appreciate the value to the Town as a need for reliable water
and sewer systems. Without them, we would have health problems; and without
their growth, we will never have a broader tax base and a reasonable tax rate.
Please help us in attaining this ideal and give us your assistance and your



































FOR THE FISCAL YEAR
JULY 1, 1986 TO JUNE 30, 1987
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ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
Thursday, March 12, 1987
7:30
MINUTES OF MEETING
The Epping School Band played from 7 p.m. until the Epping
School District Moderator, Mary Fecteau, opened the meeting at
7:A8 p.m. the Star Spangled Banner was played by the Epping High
School Band.
A presentation by School Board Member; Dorothy Hall, to newly
elected School Board Member, Jennifer Yergeau, of a single red rose;
to welcome her to the School Board. Judith Phelps was also pre-
sented with eight red roses, to show appreciation for her eight
years of service on the School Board.
Article # 1 was read as follows:
To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees or officers
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
Judith Leavis, School Board Member moved to accept the article as
read. Ronald Nickerson, School Board Member, second the motion.
Motion was voted by the floor. Motion carried.
Article ^A? was read as follows:
To see if the District will vote, under the provisions of RSA
198:20-b, to authorize the School Board to apply for, accept and
expend without further action by the School District Meeting money
from any source which becomes available during the 1987-1988 school
fiscal year provided that such expenditure be made for purposes for
which a School District may appropriate money and that such expend-
iture not require the expenditure of other School District funds.
Further, that the School Board hold a public hearing prior to
accepting and spending such money.
Dorothy Hall, School Board Member, moved to accept the article as
read. Deborah Brooks, School Board Member, second the motion.
Motion was voted by the floor. Motion carried.
Article #3 was read as follows:
To see if the School District will raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000 for the remodeling and renovation of a portion of
Epping Central School building to lease as office space.
Ronald Nickerson, School Board Member, moved to accept the article
as read. Dorothy Hall, School Board Member, second the motion.
Discussion was heard from the floor. Motion was voted by the
floor. Motion carried.
Article #4 was read as follows:
To see whether the District will authorize the School Board
to convey to the Town of Epping, a parcel of land described as
approximately one acre located at the East end of the parcel up-
on which the Epping Central School is located under, such terms
and conditions as are in the best interest of the school district.
Ronald Nickerson, School Board Member, moved to accept the article
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as read. Judith Leavis, School Board Member, second the motion.
Discussion was heard from the floor. Motion was voted by the floor.
Motion carried.
Article #5 was read as follows:
To see whether the School District will establish a commi-
tee to study long range population trends and long range building
needs and to report such findings to the School District.
Dorothy Hall, School Board Member, moved to accept the article as
read. Deborah Brooks, School Board Chairman, second the motion.
Discussion was heard from the floor. Motion was voted by the floor.
Motion carried.
Article #6 was read as follows:
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $209,502 to fund the cost items relating to teachers' sal-
aries and benefits for the 1987-88 school fiscal year, such sum
representing additional costs attributed to the latest collective
bargaining agreement entered into by the Epping School Board and
the Epping Education Associaiton. (Petition was presented for a
ballot vote)
.
Deborah Brooks, School Board Chairman, moved to accept the article
as read. Dorothy Hall, School Board Member, second the motion.
Moderator Fecteau opened the floor to discussion. Heated discuss-
ion was heard from the floor. Deborah Brooks, School Board Chair-
man, informed the floor of the reprecussions that would be felt if
we did not live up to our agreement with the teachers. Mr.
McDonald made the motion to move the question. Peter Hague second.
Motion was voted by the floor. Motion to move the question carried.
A ballot vote was taken. Motion carried (195 yes, 80 no).
Article 0=7 was read as follows:
To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries
for the School District officials and agents , and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the district.
Deborah Brooks, School Board Chairman, moved to amend the article
to read as follows:" To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,184,803 in addition to the amount al-
ready raised and appropriated, for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for the School District officials, and agents,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district.
Dorothy Hall, second the motion. Heated discussion was heard from
the floor. William Murch moved that the article be amended to
read as follows" To accept the Budget Committee's recommended bud-
get by raising and appropriating $3,148,329 which includes all pre-
vious voted warrant articles, for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for the School District officials and agents
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district."
Peter Hague second. (Petition was presented for a ballot vote).
Deborah Brooks addressed the floor on the cuts that owuld have to
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be made if the amendment as submitted by Mr. Murch , should be
passed. Sports, Art, and Music would be some of the major cutbacks
felt. Discussion was heard from the floor. A ballot vote was
taken. "Motion did not carry (108 yes, 115 no).
Further discussion was heard from the floor on the original amend-
ment. Cindy Nickerson moved from the floor to move the question.
Christine Downey second. Motion was voted by the floor. Motion
carried. A hand vote was taken. (121 yes, 76 no). Motion carried.
Judith Leavis, School Board Member, moved to adjourn the meet-
ing. Ronald Nickerson second. A vote was taken from the floor.
Motion carried. School district Moderator, Mary Fecteau, adjourned
the meeting at 11:32 p.m.
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SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOL'S REPORT
This has been an event-ful year for the Epping School
District. The opening of the Epping Elementary School
in September, 1987 was a milestone o-f progress -for the
district. For the first time in many years all Epping
students were housed in adequate school -facilities. This
hope-fully may foster a positive attitude toward education
on both the part of teachers, parents and children.
The employment of new elementary principal Andre' Goyer
was a signifcant and important transition. Mr. Goyer
has aggressively worked to weld the grades 1-5 elementary
teaching staff into cne effective unit. The grades 1-5
staff has in the past worked in two buildings for a number
of years. This has made coordination and unification
difficult. I am pleased to report that substantial gains
have been made in this area. Though low test scores
presented some serious problems in 1986-87, the new year
1987-88 brought with it a chance to show what Epping
students could do. Although some problems remain at the
high school, middle school results are exemplary and
elementary test scores are quite satisfactory. The grade
ten results although satisfactory in several areas, reflect
a need for growth in mathematics and language. We are
confident that our efforts will begin to pay off in 1988-
89 when the current ninth grade takes this test battery.
The history and government accountability test administered
by the Seacoast Educational Services group was administered
to all eleventh grade students at Epping High School. This
test was also given in seven other Seacoast area high
schools. The average score for the region was 62.1'/. as the
Epping score was 66,4'/.. Epping eleven graders on average
ranked second among the eight schools which participated
i n the program.
The Seacoast Educational Services also administered a writing
sample to all fifth, eighth and eleventh grade students.
Writing samples measure the ability of students to express
themselves in writing. The Epping fifth grade results
approximated the average for the Seacoast area. The Seacoast
was 4. IX and the Epping average was 4. OX. The difference
between these two schools is negligible. In grade eight
Epping's average score was 5. IX whereas the Seacoast average
was 4.7X thus Epping scored somewhat higher than the Seacoast
average. In grade eleven the Seacoast average was 4.8X and
the Epping average 4.2X. Thus the eleventh grade reflects
lower scores in language development which parallels the
lower scores on the language portion of the California
Achievement Test.
Although testing problems persist in the high school, the
future looks brighter -for the current grades six, seven,
eight and nine. These grades show promise o-f attaining above
average to outstanding educational achievement in the years
ahead.
We face many important challenges. We will need to:
* Foster educational growth of Epping with
a limited school budget.
* Find a way to help high school students
learn essential skills without special
remedial resources, continue to emphasize
basic skill programs while continuing to
offer a solid program for advanced students.
* Recruit and hire an outstanding high school
pr i nc i pal .
Michael O'Donnell has filled in very well since the
resignation of Mr. Roy Ulhalen. Mr. O'Donnell for his own
personal reasons has decided he will not be a candidate for
the position. Nevertheless, we are all indebted to Mr.
O'Donnell for his effective leadership and for the much
additional time put into this Job.
School Administrative Unit No. 14 is studying itself at this
time in order to provide more effective administrative
services to Epping, Chester and Fremont. In the interim
Assistant Superintendent Edward Donovan has been assigned
the responsibility for most board meetings in the smaller
one-to-eight grade districts of Chester and Fremont. Whereas
I have as Superintendent, retained overall responsibility to
the SAU Board and I am providing administrative services
basically to the Epping Board. The exception to this is
collective bargaining in which services I provide to all
three boards. In effect this arrangement means that Epping
is getting more direct administrative services as a result
of more effective use of administrative time.
I look forward to continuing my effort to make the Epping
Schools the best possible schools for Epping students.






Epping Middle-High School opened on September 2nd with a
total enrollment of 350 students in grades 6-12. We expect to
graduate a senior class of forty-six (46) in June, 1988.
Epping High School has benefited from the services of two
foreign educators this year. Olga Vishnyakova from the Soviet
Union and Masse Miyagi from Japan spent much time at our school
educating our students on the cultures of their countries. Also,
we have been priviledged to have among our student body three for-
eign exchange students, two from Germany and one from Japan. The
exchange of ideas has been an invaluable experience.
As a result of turnover, we have replaced seven teachers on
our staff. We have been most fortunate in hiring professionals
of such high quality to join our staff of thirty-three.
Our staff continues to work closely with our students as they
have initiated a Student Support Committee whereby staff members
work with students who may be at risk for potential problems. The
support committee is also involved in after school activities for
our students. A major focus of the committee is to increase stu-
dent pride in themselves, their school and our community.
Our students continue to show improvement academically as the
California Achievement Tests indicate that our sixth, eighth,
ninth, and the tenth graders are all performing at or above the
national average. Our eleventh graders participated in a U.S.
History exam given to eight area high schools through Seacoast Ed-
ucational Services. Epping High School's results placed our stu-
dents second in this exam. Our National Honor Society continues
to flourish with fifteen high school students and four middle
school students.
Athletics continue to be a source of pride for Epping Middle-
High School as Kerry Bascom achieved All American status during
her senior year at our school. Since Epping has been reclassified
as a Class "S" school, we are confident that our soccer, Vollyball,
basketball, Softball, and baseball teams will continue to succeed.
Individual awards granted to students and teachers include:
Laurie Damsell, a senior, has been named to the New Hampshire All
State Jazz Band; Michael Krueger , a senior, has been selected as
the New Hampshire representative for the U.S. -Soviet Union tele-
conference at Old Dominion University, to be broadcast on P.B.S.
in March; Mark Vallone, a high school history teacher, has been
chosen to join a group of educators to visit the Soviet Union in
February, 1988.
Over the next few years, we expect our student population to
increase. With your continued support, we will be able to meet the
demands that our society places on education as well as continue
to develop students who are competent in meeting those demands.
The FINANCIAL STATEMENTS as of June 30,1987 will not be
ready to be published in this Annual Town Report. Anyone
wishing to view these statements may do so by calling the
Superintendent of Schools' Office at 679-8003 between the
hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4: P.M. as copies are kept th^re.
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FormF4 NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EPPING
COMPUTER & STATISTICAL SERVICES District
Please (ollow the CONCORD
accompanying in-
structions carefully.
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 9 86 lo June 30, 1 9 87
Return Original lo Stale Department of Education Prior to July IS.
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 19 M_ (Treasurer's bank balance) 54jJ50_J^
Received from Selectmen {Include only amounts actually received)
Current Appropriation 2,769.996.00
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources 268,072.96
Revenue from Federal Sources 23,56^.00
Received from Tuitions 24,111.81
Received as income from Trust Funds 2'i I .bi
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds (Principal only)
Received Irom Capital Reserve Funds
Rececved Irom all Other Sources 81,493.43
TOTAL RECEIPTS 3,167,535.83
TOTAL Ar/IOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) —3,221,786.02
LESS SCHOOL BOARD 01 'DERS PAID —3,122,875.35




This is to certify that we have examined the books, vcuchers, bank statments and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of EPPING of which the above is a true
summary lor the fiscal year ending June 30, 19 87 and find them correct in all respects.
GIVE DETAILED STATEI^ENT OF RECEIPTS ON OTHER SIDE
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 14
ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES
1987-1988
Share o-f Share o-f
Superintendent's Asst . Supt.'s
Di stri ct Sal ary Sal ary
Chester * 14,163.00 * 12,210.00
Epping 25,513.00 21,995.00
Fremont 8.828.00 7.610.00








September (19) X 6 7 8 9 February (18) 12 3
12 13 14 15 16 6 7 8 9 10
19 20 21 22 23 13 14 15 16 17
26 27 28 29 30 20 21 22 23 24
X X
October (19) 3 4 5 6 7 March (19) XXX
10 11 12 13 X 6 7 S 9 10
17 18 19 20 21 13 14 15 16 17
24 25 X 27 28 20 21 22 23 X
31 27 28 29 30 31
November (19) 12 3 4 April (15) 3 4 5 6 7
7 8 9 10 X 10 1112 13 14
1415161718 171819 20 21
21 22 23 X X X X X X X
28 29 30
December (16) 12 May (22) 12 3 4 556789 89 10 1112
12 13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18 19
19 20 21 22 X 22 23 24 25 26
X X X X X 29 X 31
January (20) X 3 4 5 6 June (13) 12
9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9
16171819 20 1213141516
23 24 25 26 X 19 20 21 22 23
30 31 26 27 28 29 30
DAYS OUT (X)
September 1 — Teacher Preparation Day May 30 — Men-D^ ^i n a >
September 5 — Labor Day June 19 — Last day ot
October 14 — Teacher Convention school if no inclement
October 26 — Inservice Day -for Teachers weather days
November 11 — Veteran's Day
November 16 — Elementary School dismissed a-fter lunch
because of Teacher/Parent Conference
November 24-25 — Thanksgiving Recess
December 23 — January 2 — Christmas Vacation
January 27 — Teacher Ulorkshop
February 28 - March 3 — Winter Vacation
April 12 — Elementary School Dismissed after lunch
because of Teacher/Parent Conference
April 24 - 28 — Spring Vacation
All Elementary Student Days to Include 5 1/4 Hours of Instructional
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